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Halloween is coming! With the advent of the Attic Cult, it is the perfect time to achieve the new status of the Cemetery Attic. The High Chief and The Queen are deeply in love with each other and keep their beloveds in secret, but unfortunately a member of the Attic Cult has discovered them. You are that member and you will
stop at nothing. ■ KEY FEATURES - Beautiful 2D isometric graphics - Dynamic and realistic environmental background with unique atmosphere - 3 different endings with different points' system - Awesome soundtrack including classic scary songs - 5 beautifully crafted bosses to fight against - Unique items with interesting
backstories ■ Getting Started 1. Open the file 2. Enjoy ■ Main Menu 3. Set your card choices and choose the difficulty level 4. An random opponent company will appear and fight with you 5. After fight, your battle will find place in Attic or Cemetery 6. Either you or your opponent will win ■ Development History The game
began on September 30, 2014. In 2 months, 18 different sketches were created and 26 cards were made from them. After one month of office hours, the game was finished. ■ Extra Info - Upcoming updates will be added monthly - Require Android 4.0 or higher - Stable version will be released as an independent version. You
can download it here. Visit Huge thanks to our patrons who helped us during development. We will try to reach our goal of the Indies Game, and improve the game every month. You will get a special gift once we reach that. ■ Make your choice and Fight with the game. To make your coins or to give the amount of free coins
you want at the right time? This is a brand new way to earn free coins to help you get rich fast in the real life in real time with real people, you can do this with just a few seconds in the app. Why? Because this app is completely transparent. How to use? 1. Download the app and choose the methods that interest you 2. Login
with your Google account and the app will automatically add everything for you. 3. Make a payment and click on “Accept” 4. Wait for other players to accept or reject the request. (10-15 minutes) Grav

Farming 6-in-1 Bundle Features Key:
Genuine Game Download
Cheap Price
Beautiful and Intuitive
Awesome Powers
Play it Offline
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